of von Neumann in the paper cited. Therefore we can consider the ring 9?& of a. p. functions on ï) as a (right and left) operator-ring of the ring 9Î 8 of a. p. functions on g. If 9W and m are submoduli of 9? 8 and 9î& respectively, then we denote by SDîXm the submodule of 9î 8 generated by the elements (FXf(x), F(x)eSDî, /(£)em). We define mXSDî in a similar manner.
DEFINITION. Let n be a left ideal of 9Î& with a finite rank with respect to the field 0 of complex numbers.* Then 9? 8 Xn is obviously a left ideal of 9î 8 (with a finite or infinite rank with respect to Q). We call 9? 0 Xn the left ideal of 9? 8 induced by n.
As is well known, there is an idempotent element c(%) in 9?& such that n = %Xc; it is fXc=f for every ƒ({) in n. If F(x)e% and/(£)en, then we have FXf= FX(fXc) = (FXf)Xce%Xc Therefore 9î 8 Xn = 9? 6 Xc, and this implies 9? 8 Xn = 9? Q Xc. 77z£ ideaZ 9î 8 Xti consists of all functions G(x)e9î 8 such that for every xe$ the function G(x%) of £ef) lies in n.
Let G(x) have the property stated above. Then z be its decomposition into simple (minimal) submoduli. According to our assumption just g of 9M ; -are operator-isomorphic to n with respect to Ï), and therefore also with respect to 9î$.f This implies (eX8x (<) :Q) =rg. Comparing with the above result, we obtain h = g.
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